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We study critical and subcritical Sturm-Liouville operators k-‘[ -(d/ds) 
(p(d/dx))+ V] in L*((a, b); k d-x), (a, b) c R (defined as Friedrichs extensions) 
under most general conditions on k, p, and V. In particular we prove the 
equivalence of the notions of criticality as introduced by Simon and Murata for an 
important class of potentials V. ( 1 1991 Academx Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent series of papers on the modified Korteweg-deVries equation 
[8-lo], the notion of critical respectively subcritical one-dimensional 
Schrodinger operators entered the analysis in a crucial way. (Roughly 
speaking, a nonnegative Schriidinger operator H = -d2/dx2 + V in L’(R) 
is critical resp. subcritical iff H$ = 0 has a unique positive solution resp. 
two linearly independent positive distributional solutions. See Section 3 for 
a precise definition.) In fact, let 
KdV( f’) : = I’, - 6W, + I’,,, = 0, VE P(R’), (1.1) 
mKdV(d) : = d, - W24, + 4,y.x., = 0, 4 E Cx(R2L (1.2) 
denote the Korteweg-deVries (KdV) equation and modified Korteweg- 
deVries (mKdV) equation, respectively. Then Miura’s transformation [ 191 
v,(f, x) : = d(4 x)’ + (- l)‘d,(f> xl, (t,x)~R*,j=1,2, (1.3) 
together with his identity 
KdV( Vi) = [295 + ( - 1)’ a,] mKdV(b), j= 1, 2, (1.4) 
yields solutions V, of the KdV-equation (1.1) whenever 4 satisfies the 
mKdV-equation (1.2). The main objective in [8-lo] was to reverse this 
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process; i.e., given a smooth solution Vi of (l.l), construct a smooth 
solution 4 of (1.2) and another solution V2 of (1.1) connected to each other 
via Miura’s transformation (1.3). It turns out this can be achieved iff the 
Schrodinger operator 
H,(t) := -a,+ V,(t, .), Wff,(t)) = ff’(R), t E R, (1.5) 
in L2(R) is nonnegative, i.e., iff 
H,(t) 3 0 for some (and hence for all) t E R. (1.6) 
(If H,(t) $ 0, (1.3) for j= 1 has no nonsingular solutions 4.) Moreover, a 
detailed analysis proves that given V,, (1.3) for j = 1 has a unique, smooth 
solution &(t, x) iff H,(t) is critical for some (and hence for all) t E R. One 
obtains a one-parameter family of smooth solutions 4,(t, x), CJ E [ - 1, 11, 
of (1.3) for j= 1 iff H,(t) is subcritical for some (and hence for all) PER. 
The solutions QO, 4, are given in terms of distributional solutions of 
H,(t) $i(t)=O as follows: 
If H,(O) is critical, 
dot6 x) = -~,lnCll/,,d~, ~11, (f, x) E R*, (1.7) 
where 0 < I/J,,? E Cnc(R2) denotes the unique (up to time-dependent factors) 
positive solution of H,(t) $,(t) = 0, t E R. 
If H,(O) is subcritical, 
4,(4 xl = -k ln[+,,,(c ~11, cr~[-1, 13, (t,x)~R~, (1.8) 
where 
Il/l,.(t,X)=2~‘C1-~111/,,~(t,X)+2~1C1+olrl/,,+(t,x), 
OE C-1, 11, (t,x)eR2, (1.9) 
and O-h,, E Cx(R2) are linearly independent, positive solutions of 
Hi ( t ) $, (t ) = 0, t E R, satisfying in addition 
$1. *,t(f, x) = 2V,(4 x) $ 1,+,x(4 x)- ~/l,x(~ x) I(/I,+(~ xl, (f, X)E R2. 
(1.10) 
These observations motivated our interest in the notion of critical respec- 
tively subcritical one-dimensional Schrodinger operators. Incidentally it 
should be noted that the question of whether H,(t) > 0 is critical resp. sub- 
critical determines whether H,(t) has a unique resp. a one-parameter family 
of factorizations of the type 
H,(t) =-h(f)* &(f), t E R if H,(O) is critical (1.11) 
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resp. 
ff,(t) = &At)* AT(t), cr E [ - 1, 11, t E R if H,(O) is subcritical. (1.12) 
In fact, A,(t) resp. A,(t) are given by 
&l(t) = 8, + do(t, 1, W,(t)) = H’(R), teR, (1.13) 
47(t) = a, + d,(t, .I, W,(c)) = f-f’(R), OE[-1, 11, tER. (1.14) 
When checking the available literature on this subject (see, e.g., [ 1, 5, 11, 
13, 21, 23, 24, 31, 33, 341 and references therein) we found several results 
for the one-dimensional Schrodinger operator and for the Sturm-Liouville 
operator under widely varying hypotheses on the coefficients but no 
unifying treatment. Consequently, we decided to present a discussion of the 
Sturm-Liouville operator in L*( (a, 6); k dx) associated with the differential 
expression 
T:=$-j-(p$)+~], -m<a<x<b<co (1.15) 
under most general hypotheses on k, p, V (i.e., k, p>O a.e. on (a, b), 
k, p -I, VE L:,,((a, b)), V real-valued). 
In Section 2 we review known facts on general Sturm-Liouville 
operators bounded from below and in particular recall characterizations of 
the Friedrichs extension associated with (1.15). Theorem 2.7 describes the 
factorization of the Friedrichs extension of (1.15) in the spirit of (1.11) and 
(1.12). 
Section 3, the core of this paper, treats critical and subcritical Friedrichs 
extensions associated with (1.15). While Theorem 3.6 presents a unified 
treatment of various special cases scattered in the literature, Theorems 3.15 
and 3.19 are our main new results, In particular, Theorem 3.15 proves 
the existence of a bounded unique positive solution of r11/ = 0 under 
suitable conditions on VP and Theorem 3.19 proves the equivalence of the 
concepts of criticality as introduced by Simon [32, 331 and Murata [21] 
for a special but important class of potentials V (cf. Remark 3.20 and 
Theorem 3.21). 
In Section 4 we consider a few special situations that illustrate the results 
of Section 3. We also comment on an alternative probability theory 
approach to Theorems 3.6, 3.15, and 3.19 that will be further pursued by 
one of us [37]. 
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2. SOME FACTS ON STURM-LIOUVILLE OPERATORS 
BOUNDED FROM BELOW 
Following [5, 11, 13, 17, 21, 27, 311 we collect basic results on Sturm- 
Liouville operators under most general conditions on the coefficients. 
Let (a, b) E R, a < b, be any (finite or infinite) open interval. We start 
with hypothesis 
(H.2.1) (i) k, p, Ymeasurable and real-valued on (a, b). 
(ii) k, p>Oa.e.on (a, b), k, p~‘~L,‘,,((a, b)). 
(iii) VEL:,&(U, b)). 
(Here L&,,( .), p 3 1, denotes the corresponding (local) LP-space with 
Lebesgue measure.) Denote by z the formal differential expression 
T:=k-l[$(p$)+V] on(a,b) (2.1) 
and introduce the following subspaces a, % of L2 ((a, b); k dx): 
5 := {g E L2((a, 6); k dx) I g, pg’g ~C,,,((~, b)), zge L’((a, b); k dx)}, 
(2.2) 
9 := {gE%,/supp(g)c(u, b)compact}. (2.3) 
(Here AC& .) denotes the set of locally absolutely continuous functions.) 
Then one defines the minimal operator T and the maximal operator T in 
L2 (a, b, k dx) by 
Ts = v, gED(T)=Q 
Tg = zg, g&(T)=%. 
T is densely defined and [22, pp. 64,683 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
T*=i? (2.6) 
Next we suppose that $j, j= 1,2, are two linearly independent (distribu- 
tional) solutions of r+ = A$ on (a, b) for some fixed d E R (i.e., we suppose 
ICI,, p$j E AC,,,((u, b)), .j= 1, 2). Then their Wronskian, defined by 
WGl> It/d(x) : = til(X)(PWX) - (pel)(x) $2(x), x E h b), (2.7) 
is a nonzero constant in (a, b). 
Since we are particularly interested in positive solutions rj > 0 of r$ = A$ 
we state 
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LEMMA 2.1. Assume (H.2.1). 
(i) Suppose zlc/ = %II/ for some ,I E R with $ > 0 ($ $0) on (a, 6). Then 
$ > 0 on (a, b). 
(ii ) (Hurnack ‘s inequality ). Let Kc (a, b) be compact. Then there 
exists a C, ;, > 0 such that for all $ > 0 with z$ = ,I$ we have 
sup W(x)1 G G,, inf M.41. (2.8) 
x t K .x;z K 
ProoJ (i) Assume $(x,)=0. Then (p$‘)(x,)#O by (2.7). Suppose, 
e.g., (p$‘)(x,) > 0 and thus (pll/‘)(x) > 0 for all x E (x, - E, x0 + E) for some 
E>O. Since $(x) =fz, dy d(y) with 4~ L,&((a, b)), p>O a.e. in (a, b), and 
p$’ = pd a.e. we infer that 4 > 0 a.e. in (x0 -6, x0 + E). This yields the 
contradiction $(x) < 0 for x E (x0 - E, x0). 
(ii) Since r is of second order, there can be at most two linearly 
independent nonnegative (and hence positive by (i)) solutions $, , rjjZ of 
z$ = I$. Clearly (2.8) holds for each I/I, with some constant C,,, i, j= 1, 2. 
But then (2.8) holds for any positive solution $ = At/, + Bti2, A, B3 0, 
with C, ;, = max(CK,j.,l, cK,2,,2). 1 
Next we recall that z is called nonoscillatory near a (or b) for some 2 E R 
iff every solution $ of z$ = I$ has finitely many zeros in (a, c) (or in (c, b)) 
for a given c E (a, 6). In particular, we have 
LEMMA 2.2 [27] (see also [13, 171). Assume (H.2.1). Then the following 
are equivalent 
belcw 6) T (and h ence any symmetric extension of T) is bounded from 
(ii) There exists a j.,, E R such that T is nonoscillatory near a and b for 
all I”<&. 
(iii) There exists a /I, E R such that for all ;1< A,,, U+II = I”$ has solu- 
tions + ~ > 0, $ ~ > 0 near a and solutions $ + > 0, $ + > 0 near b such that 
W$T? $,,= 1, i(;,(4=4$(;)(xN asxJa (xfb), (2.9) 
1 dxp(x)--’ $~(x)-2=Sbdxp(x))1 I/?+(X))‘= a, (2.10) 
0 
I s 
h 
dxp(x))’ I+~(x))~ < cc, dxp(x))’ I+&+(x))~< co. 
u 
Remark 2.3. (i) $* in Lemma 2.2 are unique up to multiple of con- 
stants. These functions are called principal solutions (or minimal solutions) 
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of z$ = A$, 1 E R, near a resp. b as opposed to nonprincipal solutions such 
as $ *. $ + are minimal solutions of r$ = i$ in the sense that 
~,T,bw(x)=41) asxJa(xtb) (2.11) 
for any other solution I,!I of rll/ = I.$ (positive near a resp. h) with W 
w(+,? rl/)fO. 
(ii) Let $ be any positive solution of r$ = I,$ near a (resp. b). Then 
for c1 > a (resp. c2 < b) sufficiently close to a (resp. b) 
$ -(xl := $(x) j"dvPW w-' 
x 
rw.$+b):= (2.12) 
is a nonprincipal solution of z$ = iII/ near a (resp. 6). If $( + ) is a non- 
principal solution of r$ = A$ near a (resp. b) then 
h(x) := q-(x, jXdy p(y)--’ l+-(y)-’ LI 
(resp.ti+b):= ~+(~)~C~YP(Y)~‘~+(Y)-‘) (2.13) 
is principal near a (resp. 6). 
THEOREM 2.4 [17] (see also [29]). Assume (H.2.1) and suppose T is 
bounded from below. Let $(;, be principal solutions of q9 = A$ near a(b) for 
some A E R. Then the Friedrichs extension T,. of T is given by 
TJ = rf, fEVT,l 
dxp$: I(&+-)'I*<co, I "dxp$?, l(g/~+)'12<co 
(2.14) 
If t,b+(x)>O on (a, b) we dqfine - 
ll/,(x)=2~‘(1-a)~~~(x)+2~‘(1+~)~+(x), GE C-1,1]. (2.15) 
Then 
j”bdv+C ICsi$~~‘l*-J~~ Is(x)lll/o(x)l =O>; 
u 
1 t h 
GE(--1, l),if W(tiP,$+)#O. (2.16) 
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In addition, 
s dx a IV- kY’(PW’l lg12 < a> fTE C-1,1), gEqT,), 
(2.17) 
I I/- ti,‘(Ptib)‘l lgl2 < a, OE(--l,ll> ,gEVTF). 
Remark 2.5. The main ingredient in Kalfs proof [ 171 next to 
Freudenthal’s characterization [6] of the Friedrichs extension is Jacobi’s 
factorization identity 
I 
h 
dx 
-(pg’)‘+h-‘(ph’)’ g= -h-‘[ph2(g/h)‘]‘, 
0 < h, ph E AG,,((a, b)), g E 3. (2.18) 
We also remark that one can replace either I+- or $+ in (2.14) by a non- 
principal solution plus the corresponding boundary condition in (2.16) at 
a or b. 
In order to connect TP with Freudenthal’s quadratic form approach we 
recall 
THEOREM 2.6 [6]. Let S be a densely defined, symmetric operator 
bounded from below in some complex Hilbert space 5. Define the form 
ds, 8) := (f, %h D(4) = a(s). (2.19) 
Then q is closable and S,, the Friedrichs extension of S, is the unique self- 
adjoint, semibounded operator associated with the closure 4 of q, 
WS,) = ws*) n W4), SF g = s*g, g E a(s,.). (2.20) 
Recalling that $6>0 on (a, b) (cf. (2.15)) we define 
A, : = (/N1’* IcI,(II/,’ .)‘, XYA,) = a, cTE(-1, 1). (2.21) 
Then 
A,*l,= -kp’Ck, lW,~~,rll,, OE(-1,l) (2.22) 
and by (2.18), 
A,*A,=k-’ [- ;(p$)+ V-ik& a~(-1, 1). (2.23) 
Introducing 
df, g) := M,f, A&), D(q) = 3, oE(-lf, 11, (2.24) 
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we get for the closure S of q 
-- - 
m &?I = (Aof, A, gh a(g) = wb), crE(-1,l). (2.25) 
-- 
Observing that ((A,)* A, is the operator associated with 4, Theorem 2.6 
implies 
THEOREM 2.7 [31]. Assume (H.2.1) and suppose T is bounded from 
below. Let $ > 0 (resp. $ + > 0) be positive principal solutions of zrl/ = &!I 
near a (resp. b) and define @, as in (2.15). Then 
T,- i = (A,)* A,, cT.E(-1,l). (2.26) 
Remark 2.8. We have W($ _, @ +) # 0 (i.e., T,- i is subcritical; see 
Sect. 3) iff T,- /1 admits a one parameter family of factorizations indexed 
by CJ E (- 1, 1). On the other hand, iff the principal solution of r$ = I$ 
is unique up to multiples of constants (i.e., iff TF- /z is critical in the 
terminology of Sect. 3) the factorization of T,- A in (2.26) becomes inde- 
pendent of CIJ and hence unique. 
Remark 2.9. Theorem 2.7 (under inessential stronger conditions on k, 
p= k = 1 are also p, and V) is due to [31]. The special cases k = 1 resp. 
discussed in [ 1 l] resp. [ 51. 
Remark 2.10. Under conditions additional to (H.2.1 ) such as [15] 
one can prove [ 17, 291 that 
ce (a, b) (2.27) 
w’~L2(b,b)),j” dxp($3K)21g12<~, (1 
I 
h 
dxpW;‘W2 /g12< a (2.28) 
and 
s 
B 
lim dx V 1 gl* exists, g E a( T,). (2.29) 
BTb 1 
1 1 <I 
In particular, (H.2.1) and (2.27) imply finite energy integrals 
Szdxp 1g’12<03, jtdx Vlgl’<co for gED(TF), a characterization of 
the Friedrichs extension underlining its distinguished role in physical 
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considerations. Further discussions implying the self-adjointness of T= F 
(i.e., r$ = i$ being in the limit point case at a and h for some A E C) and 
finite energy integrals for T( = TF) appeared, e.g., in [ 163. 
Remark 2.11. Assuming in addition to (H.2.1) that pEL,‘,,((a, 6)) and 
performing a unitary transformation L’((a, b); k dx) -+ L’((a, b); $zk dx), 
f +f:= $;‘f with $,, 0 E ( - 1, 1 ), defined in (2.15), one can rewrite 
(2.24) as an energy form [7] 
f; gEa,dp,=p$~k~~(--> 1). (2.30) 
Applying a result in [30] (cited, e.g., in [28] as Theorem 1 .l) yields 
that the energy form E, 1 c-,‘((U, h), x c;((u, h)), (T E (- 1, l), is closable in 
L’((a, b); k$$ dx). 
3. CRITICAL AND SUBCRITICAL STURM-LIOUVILLE OPERATORS 
Throughout this section we shall assume that T30 and discuss the 
notion of critical and subcritical potentials V in T,. 
In addition to hypothesis (H.2.1) we shall use a restricted class of 
potentials V at the end of this section defined by 
VEL:,,((a,b))real-valued v (x)< co ) (3.1) 
where c E (a, b) is fixed and V+ : = [ 1 VI + V]/2. 
The following result is well known. 
THEOREM 3.1 [ 131. Assume (H.2.1). Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) T,>O. 
(ii) There exists a positive solution $ > 0 of zll/ = 0 on (a, 6). 
Prooj: See [ 13, Theorems X1.6.1 and X1.6.2, Corollary X1.6.1 ] (which 
extend to our more general hypothesis (H.2.1) on k, p, and V without 
modifications). In particular, (ii) 3 (i) by Jacobi’s factorization identity 
(2.18). 1 
Given Theorem 3.1 we introduce 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Assume (H.2.1). 
(i) Let TF> 0. Then TF is called critical iff there exists a unique (up 
to multiples of constants) positive solution ij0 >O of z$ = 0 on (a, h). 
Otherwise TF z 0 is called subcritical. 
(ii) T, is called supercritical iff T, & 0. 
We remark that this notion has been introduced in [32, 331 in the 
context of n-dimensional Schrodinger operators and since then has been 
further developed in [l, 20, 21, 23, 241. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume (H.2.1) and TFB 0. 
(i) Let TF be critical. Then the associated positive solution $0 > 0 of 
z$ = 0 on (a, b) is principal near a and b, i.e., 
i dxp(x)-’ $,,(x)-2=lhdxp(x)-’ i,bO(x)-2= 03. (3.2) 
u 
(ii) Let T, be subcritical and tj 7 the two principal solutions of T$ = 0 
near a and 6. Then $ T > 0 on (a, 6) and 
for some c E (a, b). 
Proof (i) (cf. [13, p. 3571) Suppose j0 dxpp’$L2 < co; then 
$1(x) := It/o(x) j‘&p(y)-’ $o(.~-~ >O, xE(a, 6) (3.4) 
il 
would be another positive solution of z$ = 0 linearly independent of ijo, 
W(GO, $i) = 1. One concludes analogously if j” dxp-‘$c2 < co. 
(ii) Let $, , $2 > 0 be two positive solutions of z$ = 0 on (a, b) with 
IV($i, Ic12)#0. If 11/i is principal near a we have $i=t+-. If $, is not 
principal near a then 
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is positive in (a, b) and principal near a by Remark 2.3. Similarly one uses 
I/~ to infer $+ > 0. 1 
Next let a < c1< j3 < b and consider 
7,x P : = t I (a, ii)) 
(3.6) 
T,,,f =L,p.L f~a(T,,Ir)=(gEa(T)I~u~~(g)=(cr,B)f. 
Let T,, p, F be the Friedrichs extension of T,, B 
T,,,.f = r,,gL 
.WWa,,v )={g~~Z((a,B);k~x)lg,pg’~AC((~,P)),g(~+) 
=O=g(B-), z,,ggEL2((cl,p);kdx)). (3.7) 
Suppose TF > 0. Then T,, 8, F has a positive Green’s function G, 8, F(~, y) in 
(a3 P) 
G or,,w(x> Y)=~~(T~,~,F+W~ (~3 Y), x, y E (a, b), 
((Tu,,,,- z)-’ g)(x)= jbk(y)dl’(T,;ii.f-z)~l(x, Y) g(y), Lx 
g E L’((a, PI; k dx), z E C\dT,, or, ~1, (3.9) 
where (T,,,.-z) -’ denotes the resolvent of T,, B, F, (T,, ,j, F- z) ~ ’ (x, y) 
its integral kernel, a( .) denotes the spectrum, and tiF > 0 denote the 
principal solution of t$ = 0 near a and b. In particular, 
(kr,, &m, p, F I(& Y) = 6(x - Y) in (a, B), 
(3.10) 
G a. 8, F (x +> Y)=G,.B,AB-> Y)=% YE (% P). 
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We extend G 2, p, F(x, y) to all (a, b) by putting it equal to zero for 
x, y E (a, b)\(a, /I). Then, if TF is subcritical 
G,(x, y) = $ G, B, F-(X> Y) 
B ‘I h 
= 
[I 
hdzp(z)-l k(z)r2 $+(c)-’ $. (c) 
c 1 x II/-(-u) $+(Y), 1 a<x<y<b tip(Y) G+(x), a<y<x<b, c E (a, b) 
is the positive Green’s function for T, 
GA-X, Y) = ;: CT,+ 6)r’ (4 y), x, YE (a, b) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(see also Lemmas 4.1, 4.3 for more details). Still assuming T,> 0, we now 
study the initial value problems 
(rll/)(x) = 03 XE (a, b), *(a)=0 NC) = 1, 
e(x) > 0, x E (4 cl, a<u<c<b (3.13) 
with solution $%, _ (c, x) and 
(dj)(.y) = 0, x E (a, b), *(cl = 1, W) = 02 
ax) ’ 0, x E cc, P), a<c<b<b (3.14) 
with solution tip, + (c, x). 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume (H.2.1) and T,>, 0. Then 
(i) $,T,(c, x) := lim 1c/ %, - (c, x)=$(~,(X) 3,T,(c)F’, 
slu (8, f) 
(PTh) 
x E (a, c] (x E [c, b)). (3.15a) 
Thus $, i ,(c, x) extends to all x E (a, b) via 
~,;,(clx)=~,;,(x)~(;I(c)-‘, x E (a, b). (3.15b) 
(ii) ~~:(~,u)=~,(c,y)ICI~(y,u), a<a<y<c<b, (3.16a) 
IC/.(u,C)=~~(u,y)ll/_c(~,C), a<u<y<c<b. (3.16b) 
(iii) $s(~,~)=ijr(~,~))‘, c, x E (a, b). (3.17) 
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(iv) lf$30, $(c)= 1, z$=O then 
Ic/T(C,X)~~(X)~~~(C,X), x zj c, x E (a, b). (3.18) 
(v) TI; is critical iff II/ ~ (c, x) = $ + (c, x), c, x E (a, 6). 
Proof: (i) By a standard comparison argument based on Picone’s 
identity (see, e.g., Lemma 1.3 in [35] or [lS, p. 51) 
$,, ~ (G x) 3 $a,. - (G -x), a < ff < cI’ < c, x E [CC’, c], 
*a, + cc, xl 3 $8’. + cc, Xl> c<jY</l<b,xE [c,fl’]. 
(3.19) 
Since TF> 0, there is a $ > 0 in (a, b), $(c) = 1, ztj = 0 by Theorem 3.1. By 
the same comparison argument 
* n, ~ (c, xl 9 $(-x)9 xE[a,c],a<a<c(xE[c,8],c<P<:b). (3.20) 
(8. + 1 
In particular, the monotonicity in (3.19) together with (3.20) proves the 
existence of the limits 
$,;,(c,x)= lim $ =.- (c,x), x E (a, cl lx E Cc, b)). (3.21) 
alo (B.+) 
(BTW 
Clearly z$ i = 0 and, since by (3.20) 
+(T ,k x) G $(x1, x E (a, c] (x E [c, b)), (3.22) 
a comparison with Remark 2.3(i) proves 
~(~)(C1 x)=ti(+)w($)> x E (a, c] (x E [c, b)). (3.23) 
(ii), (iii) By the uniqueness of the solution of the initial value 
problem (3.13) we obtain for any a < 6 < y d c < b 
(1/a, ~ (Y, x) = $6, ~ cc, x) $6, (c, 6) ~ ‘, x E ES, rl. (3.24) 
Taking x=a and 6la we infer (3.16a) for I,-. Similarly one gets (3.16b) 
for II/+. By (3.16a) we have for any a < c < A< b 
$-Cd, x) k(d, c)r’=$-(c, xl, x E (a, c]. (3.25) 
By the uniqueness of the solution of (3.13) we may extend (3.25) to all 
XE (a, d]. By (3.16a), 
~-(d,c)=~~(d,x)~-(x,c), cdxdd. (3.26) 
Since d< b is arbitrary we first get (3.17) for II/ ~ and a < c < x < b and 
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hence for all c, XC (a, b). Equation (3.17) for II/ + is shown analogously. 
Incidentally this also proves (3.16a) for $ + and (3.16b) for $ _ . 
(iv) The left inequalities in (3.18) have been derived in (i) above. For 
any a <x < c < b we have by (3.22) 
64Y)Ic/(x)-‘2$+(x~ Yh Y E Cx, b). (3.27) 
Taking y = c in (3.27) yields $(x) ~ I B $ +(x, c) and hence 
~(x)6~+(x,c)-l=~+(c,x), a<x<c<b (3.28) 
proving the right inequality in (3.18) for x 6 c. The case x 3 c is treated 
likewise. 
(v) This is clear from Definition 3.2. 1 
From now on we call $ T (c, x) as defined in (3.15b) the normalized 
principal solutions of z$ = 0 near a and b. 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume k, p, Vi, j= 1, 2, satisfy (H.2.1) and let Tj,F, $I,,~~, 
I,/I~, 7, etc. be the quantities associated with 
z, := k-l [p-f(P$J+vj]3 j=L2. (3.29) 
Suppose T,,.>O, j= 1, 2. If V, > V2 a.e. in (a, b) then 
$1, -(BY a) G $2. -(A ML a<u6/3<b, 
Qh,+hB)~~2,+(~JG a<aGfl<b. 
Moreover, if 
then 
then 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
(Here 1. ( denotes the Lebesgue measure.) 
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Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 3.4 the underlying idea behind this 
comparison result is Picone’s identity. We have for any a < y < /? < b 
tiLy,-(A xl $*,y,-(aY x)-l 
= ’ - s ’ dYC1l/l,jl, -(B> Y)lIc/2,7, - (A YII’ 1 
= l- pdYP(Y)-I $2,7,-(B, v)r2 w~2,y,-m .)? h,y,-(D~ .))(YL s x 
x E CL PI. (3.35) 
Since 
a.e. in (a, b), 
(3.36) 
w$2,7,p, Ic/L,,-)W=O 
we get 
W$2,,, -. +t,y, ~ NY) 
= 
s 
’ dz $ 1.y. -(A z) $2.7, p(P, z)C VI(Z) - V2(Z)l? YE Cr, PI. (3.37) 
Y 
Inserting (3.37) into (3.35) and letting y 1 a proves (3.30) for $,, _ . Similarly 
one proves (3.30) for tijli, + Next, choose a 6, a < 6 < CI, such that 
l{xGuw+~2w-0. (3.38) 
For any a<y<S<a</3<b we have 
h,y,-(BY co IC/2,r,J3Y a)-’ 
= l- pdhW1 +z,y,-M Y)-” s a 
x s ’ dz $I,,, -(P, z) $2,y, -(P> z)Cf’,(z) - f’z(z)l Y 
X 
I 
Y dz $ I,S,-(A z) $2,6,-V> z)CV1(z)- V*(z)1 < 1 (3.39) 
d 
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by (3.38). Taking the limit y la proves (3.32). Similarly one derives 
(3.34). [ 
If T, is subcritical we may rewrite (3.3) and (3.11) in terms of Il/+(c, x) 
to get 
G,(x, y,=/‘dz p(z)-’ $p(c, z)-’ 
c 
k(C> xl Ic/+(c, 4’1, a<,~< y<b 
$-Cc, Y) $+(c, xl, a<ydx<b, 
c E (a, b). 
If WE L:,,((a, b)) is real-valued we denote 
T, := k-’ [ - -f(p-$)+ V-SW]; EER, 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
and by T,, TE.F, G&x, y), etc. the corresponding quantities with V 
replaced by V - E W, E E R. 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume (H.2.1) and T, 3 0. Suppose 0 d WE La, ((a, b)), 
supp( W) c (a, b) compact, W> 0 on a set qf positive Lebesgue measure. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) T, is subcritical. 
(ii) T, has a positive Green’s-function G,(x, y), x, y E (a, b) (given bql 
(3.11) resp. (3.41)). 
(iii) For any such W, TE,F 3 0 for E > 0 small enough. 
(iv) For some W, TE,F > 0 for E > 0 small enough. 
Consequently, the following are equivalent: 
(v) T, is critical. 
(vi) Tfi- has no positive Green’s function (in particular, the limits in 
(3.11) and (3.12) exist for no XE (a, 6)). 
(vii) T,,, is supercritical for all E > 0. 
Proof: (i) 3 (ii) This is clear from (3.41 ). 
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(ii)* (iii) Let G,(x, y) >O be given by (3.41). Define the Volterra 
Green’s function 
gF(x,Y)= - j’~~Pw’~+(c,z)-2 [ I [II/-.(C,X)$+(C,Y) 
- $I(cY ) $+(G x)1, c E (a, b), .% y E (a, b), (3.43) 
and consider the integral equations 
tie, -(xl = rc/ - cc, xl + E j“ dY g,(x, Y) WY) $E, ~ (YL u 
$e,+(~)=ti+((~>x)-~ j6d?lx&,?.) W~)Il/,,+(y)t &>O,XE(U,b). 
x 
(3.44) 
From 
Ig,(x> Y)I 6 j&W' ++(c, z)-" Ic/-(c, x) $+(c, y) 
[ 0 I 
:= C+$-(c, x) $+(c, Y), x B Y, (3.45) 
we estimate, e.g., for the nth iteration of $,,- in (3.44) 
I j 
E” -‘4dx, Y,) f+‘(y,) j.i;‘(ll’d~lt YZ) WY,)., 
u a 
s 
?n-I 
X dyng&,z-1, Y,,) Trn)$-(c, Y,) 
U 
= fC:W-’ k(c, x) j~h,-k y) $+(c, u) WY) 
L (1 1 
n 
3 
HEN, XE(U, b). (3.46) 
Since supp ( W) c (a, 6), $ _ $ + WE L’((a, h)) and hence the iterations in 
(3.44) converge for all E > 0, x E (a, 6). Clearly 
TE$,, T =o on (a, b), E > 0. (3.47) 
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Moreover, 
$E, f (xl ’ 07 x E (a, b) for E > 0 small enough. (3.48) 
Thus T,,,z 0 by Theorem 3.1. (Actually, since W($, _, $,, + ) # 0 for E > 0 
sufficiently small, TE,F is subcritical for E > 0 small enough.) 
(iii) * (iv) This is obvious. 
(iv) => (i) Let I/I +(c, x) > 0 and GE, +(c, x) > 0 be the principal solu- 
tions of r$ = 0 and r,I//, = 0, respectively. Suppose TE,F> 0 for some E > 0 
and T, is critical. By Lemma 3.4(v), 
$-(P,a)=ICI+(B,a), a<a</?<b. (3.49) 
Since by hypothesis 
either I{xE(q b)l W(x)>O}l >Oor I{xE(a,/l)I W(x)>O}l >O (3.50) 
we get 
~E,-(B,C1)lCl,,+(p,a)-‘>~~(B,Co~+(B,M)~’=l (3.51) 
by Lemma 3.5. But (3.51) contradicts (3.18) applied to TE,F. 1 
COROLLARY 3.7. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 and denote TE,F 
for E= fl by T,,,. (not to be confused with the notation in Lemma 3.5). 
(i) Suppose T, is critical. Then T-,,, is subcritical and T, I,F is 
supercritical. 
(ii) If T,- is subcritical then T_ l,F is subcritical. 
Proof (i) Assume T, and T- L,F are critical. Then 
ti-(P, Co=$+Mah kl,-(B, CO=~//-L+(P, ~1, a<a<B<b (3.52) 
by Lemma 3.4(v). However, by Lemma 3.5 we get (similar to (3.51)) 
which contradicts (3.52). Thus T-,,, is subcritical. The case T, critical and 
T + 1 F> 0 has led to a contradiction in the last part of the proof of 
Theorem 3.6. Thus T, l,F is supercritical. 
(ii) This is obvious by iterating (3.44) with E replaced by - 1. Then 
positivity of II/ _ ,, + in (a, b) shows that T-,,, is subcritical. 1 
THEOREM 3.8. Assume (H.2.1) and let a < c1< 3 < 6 < fi < 6. Define 
T ct.&F, T,..,.. as in (3.8). Then we have 
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(9 rf T,,,, is critical then TY,6,F is subcritical and TF is supercritical. 
(ii) If Ta,B,F is subcritical then T, d F is subcritical. . , 
(iii) If T,>O then T,,,, is subcritical. 
Proof: (i) If Tor,p,F is critical, then z,,~$ = 0 has a unique (up to multi- 
ples of constants) solution $,,P >O on (cGS) with tiw,~(~+)=O=$&L). 
Extend $,,s as a solution of r$ = 0 to all of (a, b). Then any solution of 
r$ = 0 on (a, 6) must have at least one zero in [cr, b] by Sturm’s separation 
theorem [13]. Thus TF 3 0 by Theorem 3.1 and hence T, is supercritical. 
If Ty.w would be critical, then T,,. could not be nonnegative (and hence 
not critical) by exactly the same argument. Thus T,,,,, is subcritical. 
(ii) Similarly, if TY,6,F would be critical, then T,,,, 3 0 (and hence 
not subcritical) again by the same argument. Also (iii) follows from (i) by 
the same argument. 1 
Remark 3.9. Our techniques of proof are inspired by a probability 
theory approach to Schrijdinger type operators based on one-dimensional 
Brownian motion [3] as briefly described at the end of Section 4. In 
particular, we decided to explicitly exploit the one-dimensionality of the 
problems at hand. Theorems 3.1, 3.6, and 3.8 may also be proved by 
operator theoretic methods along the lines of [ 1, 211. In fact, the special 
case k = p = 1 in (2.1) as well as generalizations to Dirichlet type 
Schrijdinger operators -A + V in L’(Q), Q c R” open, n E N, appeared in 
[Zl] (for earlier results in the case Q = R”, n 2 2, see [20, 32-341). General 
elliptic operators have been discussed in [l, 23, 241. 
In the following we restrict V to the class S introduced in (3.1) and, in 
addition to Theorem 3.6, we shall prove our main new result that TF is 
critical (for V/E S) iff the unique positive solution $,, > 0 of z$ = 0 on (a, b) 
is actually bounded, i.e., $0 E L”((a, 6)). 
We start with a few preparations. 
Take V’= 0 in (2.1) and call the resulting quantities in (2.1) (2.4), and 
(2.14) 0z, ,T, OTF, respectively. Moreover, let (CI, p) c (a, b) and denote by 
OTa,S,F the analog of (3.8) if V-0. Then we have 
LEMMA 3.10. Assume (H.2.1) with V-0 and let c~(a, 6). Then DTrr,C,F 
andoTcbF . . are subcritical and their Green’s functions satisfy 
O<oGa,c,Ax~ ~KJ*‘dzp(z)-‘, x, Y E (a, cl, 
4 
(3.54) 
0 < oGc,b,& Y) <j’ dzp(z) ‘, x, Y E tc, 6). 
L 
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Proof. It s&ices to note 
oG,,c..(x~ Y) = 
dzp(z)-‘<co, X,YE(U,C) 
(3.55) 
where x A y := min(x, y), x v y := max(x, y). 1 
LEMMA 3.11. Assume (H.2.1) and VE S (cf: (3.1)). 
(i) For any c E (a, b), $-(c, x) and $ + (c, x) are bounded on (a, c] 
and Cc, b), respectively. 
(ii) Zf in addition - 1 VI ES then for any c E (a, b) there exist the 
positive limitslim~~,~~(c,x)>Oandlim,r,I(/+(c,x)>O. 
Prooj (i) Since VE S we can find a /II E [c, 6) such that 
dzp(z)-’ K(y)<;. 
By Lemma 3.10 we infer 
Next, consider the integral equation 
(3.56) 
t(X) = 1 + j,; 4 &/w-(X> Y) v-(y) <(Y), x E CA b). (3.57) 
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Because of the bound (3.56), (3.57) can be uniquely solved by iteration and 
we obtain 
i”(x)= : L(X)>O? 
n=O 
to(x) = 1, 5,,(x) = j; dv oG,w4~, Y) v- (Y) L I(Y), n EN, 
sup [L(x)] < 2-“, n E N, sup cm)1 d 2, (3.58) 
rap rap 
{k-‘[-(p(‘)‘- v-51)(x)=0, XEU,b). 
Since V> - V_ we can apply (3.30) to conclude 
0<IcI+(B,x)~5(x)62, pJ<X<h. 
The corresponding bound for $ (c(, x) is proved similarly. 
(ii) First we claim that 
ljm $+(/I, x) = 1. 
BTb 
i T b 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
Since - 1 VI E S, for any 0 < 8 < 1 there exists a /Ion (c, h) such that 
dv oGp,b,F(X> Y ) I VY)l 1 G 42 for all fi B PO. 
Since Ic/ + (p, x) satisfies 
~+(8,X)=1+j~bd410Gg,a.~(“,~) v(Y)ll/+(hY), /J<x<b, 
I$+(B,X)-IIGE, /l<x<b 
we infer (3.60). Next, for any c < y <x 
IWIC/+(c, x)1 -lnCII/+(C, ~111 = IlnCICl+b ~111 z 0 
by (3.60). Thus there exists an reR such that 
lim ln[ II/ + (c, x)] = r and hence lim $ + (c, x) = e’ > 0. 
I T b rtb 
The case x 1 a for $ ~ is proved analogously. 1 
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The following lemma (motivated by [4, 14, 361) is of some independent 
interest: 
LEMMA 3.12. Assume (H.2.1), V E S, and suppose T, is subcritical. Then 
there exists a constant C = C(p, V) > 0 such that 
II , x,y,zE(a,b). 
(3.61) 
Proof Define 
Q(A Y, 2) : = G,(x, Y) G,(x, z)-’ GAY, z), x, y, z e (a, b). (3.62) 
By symmetry with respect o x, z we may assume x < z. We claim 
Qk xz)GC-$-(c, Y)$+(c> ~1, x, Y, z E (a, b), 
C_ := j’dzp(z)-’ $p(c, z)-*. (3.63) 
< 
(a) ybxbz. By (3.41) we have 
Q~x~~~z)=C-~~+(c,x)IC,-(c,x)~‘l~~(c,y)*. (3.64) 
Since 
P(X)CIc/+(C, x) $-(c~x)r’I’=~+(c? x)-’ WlcI-2 rcI+) 
= -C;‘sl/+(c, x)-*<o, x E (a, b) (3.65) 
we infer 
@+(G x)$-(c, x1-l G$+(c, y) $-Cc, y)-', y<x (3.66) 
and hence (3.63). 
(b) x 6 y d z. By (3.41) one gets directly 
Q(x,~,z)=C~~-(c,y)Il/+(c,y). (3.67) 
(C) x fz < y. Using (3.41) one argues as in case (a). 
By Lemma 3.11, I,..(c, x) is bounded on (a, c] and $+(c, x) is bounded 
on [c, b). Applying (3.16) we get 
D:= sup [Ic/-(z, y)]<co, E:= sup [$+(z, y)]<co. (3.68) 
.v<z<c .V>Z3< 
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Let y < c. Then, by using (3.40) and (3.16) we obtain 
(3.69) 
The case y 3 c is treated analogously. I 
LEMMA 3.13. Assume (H.2.1), V E S, and that T, is subcritical. Then for 
any W > 0 with - WE S there exists an E > 0 such that TE,F is subcritical. 
Proof: We only need to adapt the proof of (ii) * (iii) of Theorem 3.6 to 
the present situation. In order to follow (3.43)-(3.48) we only have to 
prove that 
s 
b 
4 $-(c, y) ti+(c, y) W(Y)< 00. (3.70) 0 
But this follows from (3.61)-(3.63) and (3.69). 1 
Remark 3.14. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.13 one can study the 
integral equation 
H,(x, y)=l+~ bdzG(x: Y)-’ G,(x,z) Wz)G,(z, y)H,(z, Y), s a 
E > 0, x, y E (a, b). (3.71) 
Define 
M:=j:ubdz[l+Jj:dtp(t)-ll] W(z), (3.72) 
He,&> Y) = 1, 
He,,@, Y) = E j” dz G,(x, Y)-’ Gdx, z) W(z) 
a 
xG&, ~)H,,n-,(z, YL HEN, x, YE (a, b). (3.73) 
Then by (3.61), 
SUP CH,,,b, Y)I< (EC- MY, nENO. (3.74) 
x,?t(u,b) 
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Thus for O<s<(CM)-’ 
ilc 
ffE(X2 Y) = 1 ff,,Pl(X> Y) ‘0, X,.YE(Q,b) (3.75) 
fl=O 
uniquely satisfies (3.71) and 
G&x, y) := N&x, y) G,(x, y)>O, O<E< (CM)-‘, x, YE (a, b) (3.76) 
satisfies 
GE(x) Y) = GAx, y) + E I” dz GAx, z) W(z) G,(z, ~1, 
a 
O<c<(C M)-‘,x,yE(U,b). (3.77) 
Constructing the Green’s function GJx, v) of T,,, with the help of 
$,, T(c, x) from (3.44) (according to (3.41)) one can verify that 
G&G Y) = G,:,Fk Y)> O<&<(C. M)y,x,yE(a,b). (3.78) 
Now we are in position to state our first main result. 
THEOREM 3.15. Assume (H.2.1), V/E S, and T,> 0. Then the following 
are equivalent. 
(i) T,. is critical. 
(ii) T, has no positive Green’s function. 
(iii) There exists a houndedpositive solution $. > 0 of n+b = 0 on (a, 6). 
(iv) There exists a unique (up to multiples qf constants) positive 
solution $. > 0 of T$ = 0 on (a, 6). 
(v) For any W>O, - WE S, W > 0 on a set of positive Lebesgue 
measure, T,,,, 3 0. 
(vi) There exists a 0 6 WE L:,,,( (a, b)) with supp ( W) c (a, b) com- 
pact and W > 0 on a set sf positive Lebesgue measure such that T,,, 2 0 for 
al/ E > 0. 
(vii) There exists a W >, 0, - WE S such that T,;,. 3 0 for all E > 0. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.4(v), Theorem 3.6, and Lemma 3.11 we get 
(i) 0 (ii) 0 (iii) 0 (iv). 
(i) 3 (v) This is equivalent to the proof of (iii) j (i) in Theorem 3.6. 
(v) * (vi) and (vi) =P (vii) are obvious. 
(vii)=>(i) By Lemma 3.13, T,,, cannot be subcritical for all E> 0. 
Since T,,, cannot be critical by Lemmas 3.4(v) and 3.5, T,,, must be super- 
critical for all E > 0. 1 
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Remark 3.16. Assume (H.2.1) V, - WE S. Then the assertions in 
Corollary 3.7 are valid in the present case. 
COROLLARY 3.17. Assume (H.2.1), VE S, and TrL 0. Replace V in T, by 
(1 + E) V and denote the corresponding operator by TF-(&). If TV is super- 
critical (i.e., TV 3 0) for all E > 0 sufficiently small then Tr is critical. 
Proox Since V-&V.. d (1 +E) V, E >O, we infer that TE,r 3 0 with 
W= V._ for all E > 0. Thus we have shown (vii) in Theorem 3.15. 1 
In order to prove the converse of Corollary 3.17 we need some prepara- 
tions. We start with 
LEMMA 3.18. Assume (H.2.1) VEL’((~, b)), V f 0 a.e. on (a, b), and 
TFa 0. In addition suppose T,. is critical and $,, > 0 is the unique (up to 
multiples of constants) positive solution of z$ = 0 on (a, 6). Then 
--co< dx $Jx)’ V(x) < 0. (3.79) 
ProoJ: Clearly the integral in (3.79) is finite if VE L’( (a, b)) since $0 is 
bounded by Theorem 3.15. For a < M -=c fi < b we have 
j” dx tii V= 1‘” dx $JP&)’ = -j” dx p(W2 + $0 p$b ’ (3.80) 
a ? a 1 
and hence we only need to prove the existence of sequences /?, r 6, LX, J a as 
n + cc such that 
Ic/o(B,)(Ptib)(PJ z 0, tio(%)(Pll/b)(“n) x 0. (3.81) 
In order to construct /3,,, n EN, we distinguish two cases: 
(i) 1: dxp(x)-’ < co. Suppose there is an E > 0 such that $0(x) 2 E 
on [c, 6). Then 
s 
h h 
dxpp’$,2<&-2 
“ s 
dxp-’ < co (3.82) 
< 
contradicts the fact that tiO is a principal solution of 7$ = 0 near b. Thus 
there exists a sequence p,,, n E N, with 
tio(Bn) n 0. (3.83) 
From 
(pW(x)=(pW(c)+ j“dy(pW’=(pi;l)(c)+ jy440’> cGx<b 
< < 
(3.84) 
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and the fact that ijo~L”((a, b)), VEL’((~, b)) we infer p$b~L”((c, b)) 
and thus (3.81) because of (3.83). 
(ii) jt dxp(x))’ = co. If (&b)(x) changes sign infinitely often on 
[c, b) we choose /3,, to be the zeros of &b. Otherwise there exists a 
de (c, b) such that p$b is of constant sign, say positive, in [d, b). Suppose 
there is no sequence fl,, n E N, with (ptjb)( /I,,) z 0. Then there exists 
an E > 0 such that (&b)(x) 3 E on [d, h). But then 
would be unbounded as x r 6. This contradiction proves the existence of the 
sequence /?, , n EN, in question. Similarly one establishes the existence of 
a,, HEN, in (3.81). 1 
This leads to our second main result. 
THEOREM 3.19. Assume (H.2.1), -IVIES, VfO a.e. on (a, b), and 
T,>O. Then T, is critical iff TF(~) 3 0 (i.e., iff TF(~) is supercritical) for 
all E > 0. 
Proof The “only if” part has been proven in Corollary 3.17. Suppose 
T, is critical and tjO > 0, $0(c) = 1, c E (a, b), is the unique, positive, and 
bounded solution of rtj = 0 on (a, 6). Consider the integral equation 
tie,dx)=$dx)-E jxd~g,(x,y) V(Y)$,,~Y), a<x<b,E>o, (3.86) 
a 
where 
gAx, Y) := $*(x) \c/o(Y)-l(/,(Y) $0(X)> a<x, y< 6, (3.87) 
$1(x) := $0(x) j” dYP(Y)r’ dh(Y)r2> a<x<b. (3.88) 
.T 
Iterating (3.86) one obtains for d > c 
Irl/E,O(X)l G Cl tie(x), IIcle,o(x) - +0(x)1 G GLOW 
I$,,&)l G c, Itil(X 19E,O(X) - $&)I G EC4 I$,(X)l? 
x E (a, 4, 
XE [d, b). 
(3.89) 
In particular, for E > 0 sufficiently small we infer 
+E,cI(X)-@I(X) j-‘4 $o(.d2 v(y) dE2c 1$,(x)1, x E [d, b). (3.90) a 
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Thus $E,O(~)>O near a and, taking into account (3.88) and (3.79), 
$,,Jx) < 0 near b for E > 0 small enough. Since by (3.89), $E,O is a principal 
solution of Z(E) $ = 0 near a and $E,O has a zero in (a, b) for E > 0 suf- 
ficiently small, TF(s) > 0 for E > 0 small enough by Lemma 3.3. It remains 
to show that TF(s) 3 0 for all E > 0. But this is obvious since TF(s,,) k 0 for 
some E,, > 0 implies TF(s) 2 0 for all 0 < E < s0 by the elementary fact that 
(p”‘$‘, p”‘$‘) + E( I VI ‘I* I), sgn( V) ( VI ‘I* II/) 
=& ;‘(Eo - &)(p”*ly, p”‘l)‘) + &g’&[(p”*lp, p’q’) 
+ 4 I VI ‘I2 rcI, sgn( V I VI “* $11 (3.91) 
for all *E a. 1 
Remark 3.20. Theorem 3.19 in particular proves the equivalence of 
the notions of criticality introduced by Simon [32,33] and Murata [21] 
(and hence equivalence to our Definition 3.2) in the one-dimensional 
case, where -1 VI ES, VfO a.e. on (a, b) and (H.2.1) is assumed. 
As will be proven below, this class of potentials guarantees that 
“;:&‘TF) = Gsp(E)) = oess (0 TF) s [0, co ), E Z 0, and hence only dis- 
(ac) 
Crete eigenvalues of TF(c) are pulled below zero as E > 0 increases. (Here 
cess (.) denotes the essential and absolutely continuous spectrum, respec- 
(ac) 
tively.) In the special case (a, 6) = R, k= p= 1, - 1 VI ES amounts to the 
well-known condition VE L’(R; (1 + 1x1) dx). 
THEOREM 3.21. Assume (H.2.1) and -1 VI ES. Then 
IV/kl”*(,T,+l)~ ~V/k~1’2~B1(L2(u,b);kd~) (3.92) 
and hence 
gess( TF) = ~ess(o TF), o,c(T,) = o,c(oT~). (3.93) 
(Here B,( .) denotes the set of truce class operators.) 
Proof: Let ,-,G,( 1, x, y) be the Green’s function for OTF+ 1 and choose 
a 0 < p < 4, - VE S, 8$0 a.e. on (a, 6). Then F’, (defined by exchanging 
V by P in TF) is subcritical by Corollary 3.7 since ,,TF> 0 and 
0 < &Al, x, Y) < &b, ~1, a < x, y < b, (3.94) 
where cF(x, y) denotes the Green’s function of F,. In particular, taking 
x= y=z in (3.61) we infer 
, xE(a, b) (3.95) 
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and hence 
Tr[IV/kl”2 (()T,+ 1))’ IV/kl1’2] 
d C~~dx[l+Js’dyp(y)- li IV(x)l-1. (3.96) 
By a standard technique of factorizing resolvent differences (see, e.g., 
Theorem XI.31 of [25]) this implies 
[(TF+1)~‘-(OTF+1)~‘]EB,(L2((a,b);kdx)) (3.97) 
and thus (3.93) follows. 1 
We end with 
Remark 3.22. If T, is subcritical then the minimal Martin boundary for 
V’ in (a, b) is given by CJ = (u, b} and also the Dirichlet Martin problem 
admits a unique solution in terms of Ic/ f (-x) (see [21, Theorems A.7 and 
A.91 for details). 
4. FURTHER ILLUSTRATIONS 
We present a series of facts that illustrate the results obtained in 
Section 3. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume (H.2.1) and suppose T, is subcritical. Let 
a < a < /I < b. Then 
O<G cr,,&~ Y) < GAxt Y)> x, YE (% B). (4.1) 
Moreover, for x, y fixed, Gz,B,F(~, y) 1s s rzc t tl y monotone increasing (resp. 
decreasing) in j3 (resp. E). 
Proof. Let *l,B. f > 0 be the principal solutions of z,,~$ = 0 on (c(, fi). 
Fix y E (a, /I). Then 
!b ~ (Y, xl 3 $x p - (Y, XL (+I ’ ‘(+I 
adxdy(ydx6B), 
(4.2) 
by (3.17) and (3.19). By (3.41) we get 
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A comparison of (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) then yields (4.1). Strict monotonicity 
of G a,B,F(~, y) is clear from (3.19). 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume (H.2.1) and Tr 3 0. Let a < a < B < 6. Then T,. is 
subcritical iff lim,lu,8Th G,,,,.,(x, y) exists for some (and hence for all) 
x, y E (a, b). If TF is subcritical then 
GA, Y) = lim G,,&x, y), alo 
BTb 
x, Y E (a, 6). (4.5) 
Proof Suppose T, is subcritical and y E (a, b). Then (4.5) follows from 
(4.3), (4.4), and (3.15a). Conversely, suppose TraO (implying that TX,/r,r; 
is subcritical by Theorem 3.8(iii)) and lim,lo,Dtb G,, F(~, y) exists for 
some x, y E (a, b). If Tr would be critical we would have 
ICI-(Gx)=$+(c,x):= $o(c,x), c,xE(a,b) (4.6) 
by Lemma 3.4(v) and 
I dzp(z)-’ Ic/,,(c, z)-~ = co = I ’ dzp(z)-’ Il/o(c, z)- 2, c E (a, b) (4.7) a 
by (3.2). Since 
‘ho(G *xl = b-y k,/Y, -cc> xl, x E (a, cl, 
$dc, 3) = lim ti,,p(c, x), xECc,b) 
(4.8 1 
Btb 
by (3.15a), we obtain a contradiction with (4.3b). Thus TF is subcritical. m 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume (H.2.1) with V- 0. Then OTF is subcritical ijjf 
I 
b 
dxp(x))‘< oo or dxp(x) ’ < co. (4.9) 
0 
In particular, tf 0 TF is subcritical then so is TF,F, E E R (defined as in 
Theorem 3.6), for max(O, E) small enough. 
Proof Let a < cI < /3 < 6. Then (cf. (3.55)) 
OG qB,~(x, y)= ji’dzp(z)-‘]~‘~‘,idz~p(z~)-l~p dz” p(z”) ‘, 
I 1 .Y ” I‘ 
4 YE (a, PI. (4.10) 
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Since OTF is subcritical iff OGF(~, y) := lim,lu,pTh OGa,p,F(~, y) exists for 
all x, y E (a, h) by Lemma 4.2, the assertion follows from (4.10). 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Assume (H.2.1). If T, > 0, then T, + p is subcritical for all 
p >o. 
Proof Since T,+ p >, p >, 0, T,+ ~1 is either critical or subcritical. 
Consider 
otherwise in (a, 6), a < c( < fi < b. 
(4.11) 
Then T, + p - E W, 2 0 as long as 0 d F d 1. Thus T, + p cannot be critical 
by Theorem 3.6(v), (vii). 1 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume (H.2.1), T,> 0, and that zero is an eigenvalue of 
T,. Then TF is critical. 
Proof Suppose 0 $ Go E a( TF), T,$, = 0. Since T, + ~1 is subcritical for 
all ,U > 0 by Lemma 4.2, T,+ p has a strictly positive Green’s function 
G,(p, x, y) > 0 on (a, b) x (a, b). Thus (T,+ p))’ is positivity improving 
for all p > 0 (see [26]) implying that zero is a simple eigenvalue of T, and 
that we may choose I,!I~ > 0 on (a, b). Assume that T, is subcritical and 
let $ T > 0 on (a, h) be the principal solutions of ~I+!I = 0 near a and h, 
respectively (see Lemma 3.3 (ii)). Thus 
$,,=A$- +W+, (4.12) 
where A 2 0, B 3 0 by property (2.11) and $0 > 0 on (a, b). Since 
Go E WT,), i.e., Go E L2((a, b); k dx) and tie, &b E ACd(a, b)) we get 
Il/r~L2((a,h);kdx) (4.13) 
and thus 
1//T Ed, T,$T =O. (4.14) 
Since W($ _, $ + ) # 0, this yields a contradiction to the nondegeneracy of 
zero as an eigenvalue of T,. Since T,>, 0, TF must be critical. 1 
Finally we examine the potential class S in (3.1) somewhat closer. For 
simplicity we restrict ourselves to the Schrijdinger operator, where 
k = p = 1 on R. In this case the minimal operator T is essentially self- 
adjoint once it is bounded from below [12] (see also [27] for generaliza- 
tions). The following example shows that the resulting condition 
k dx(l+ 1x1) v-(x)< cc in (3.1) cannot be improved in this case. 
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EXAMPLE 4.6. Let (a, b) = R, c = 0, k = p = 1, and consider 
x 2 0 
xd0, NEN, 
(4.15) 
where 
In,(z) := e In(z), In,, 1(z) := e In(ln,(z)), jcN, z>e (4.16) 
and tN is chosen such that 
1< 4,v~ Cm(R), cN(x)= 1, xf -1, NEN (4.17) 
and 
ll/,v~ C72(R)> NEN. (4.18) 
Then 
VN(X) : = l+hN(X) -I i);;(x) 
r ( -(e+x)p2 fi lnj(e+x) c 
-1 
0 
j=l I ) 
asx-, +m 
= (4.19) 
0, x< -1, 
V,EP(R), NEN. 
Thus 
s R dx 14 J’N, -(xl --o: 
JR dax 1x1 VN,-(x)Rzm !“Rdx(e+x)p’[ fi In,(e+x) 1 
-I = -1 j= 1
Rfco O(lnN+,(e+R)), NEN, (4.20) 
the divergence in (4.20) as R -+ co being weaker and weaker for increasing 
N. Let zN denote the differential expression 
TN := - -$+ V,(x), XER, NEN. (4.21) 
Since 
j- dx$,(x) -2=,o=j~x$,(x) 2, (4.22) 
-cz 
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TN,,: is critical. The fact that It/,,,(x) is unbounded as x -+ co illustrates that 
the condition VE S in Theorem 3.15 is sharp and cannot be relaxed in the 
present context. 
Remark 4.7. If (a, 6) = R, k = p = 1, the local Kato class in one dimen- 
sion reads K,,,,,(R) = L:,,(R), the main idea being that for all A >O 
lim sup s dy oGB,(& Y) I V(Y)I = 0 (4.23) r-jo ,.Y,<A MY) 
with B,(x) the ball of radius r >O centered at XER. In the general case, 
due to estimate (3.54), the additional condition in S means that 
lim SUP 
R- *Oc x~(R,kz) 
(4.24) 
Since (R, f co) may be viewed as neighborhoods of infinity, (4.24), roughly 
speaking, describes a generalized Kato condition at infinity. 
Finally we comment on an alternative probability theory approach to 
the results of this paper. A more detailed account of this probabilistic 
counterpart will appear in [ 371 (see also [3, Chap. 93). 
To simplify matters we consider the special case 
(a, h) = R, k = p = 1, VE L:,,(R) real-valued, z = -$ + P’. (4.25) 
Define 
u(a, b) := E” [exp( -2-‘jo’*ds V(B3))], a,hER, (4.26) 
where {B,, s >, 0} denotes the one-dimensional Brownian motion, E” is the 
expectation with starting point a, and T, is the first hitting time of 
{B,, t30) at the point b (see [3, Chap. 91 and [37]). 
The connection between u( ., .) and the one-dimensional Schrodinger 
operator H in L2(R) defined as a Friedrichs extension as in Theorem 2.4 
H= -$+ V (4.27) 
is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let VE L:,,(R). Then the following assertions are 
equivalent :
(i) H>O. 
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(ii) There exists a positive, distributional solution $ > 0 of z$ = 0. 
(iii) For any a, b E R, u(a, b) < co. 
(iv) For any a, b E R, u(a, b) u(b, a) < 1. 
(v) For some pair a, b E R, a # b, u(a, b) u(b, a) < 1. 
For H 2 0 the principal solutions $ + of r$ = 0 near T co can be expressed 
by 
(4.28) 
In particular, (3.16a, b) are an immediate consequence of the strong Markov 
property of the Brownian motion. 
Moreover, criticality of H is characterized by 
THEOREM 4.9. Let VE L:,,(R). Then the following assertions are 
equivalent :
(i) H > 0 and H is critical. 
(ii) For any a, b E R, u(a, b) u(b, a) = 1. 
(iii) For some a, b E R, a # 6, u(a, b) u(b, a) = 1. 
Finally, we mention a probabilistic representation of the unique principal 
solution tiO > 0 of z$ = 0 if H is critical. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let VE L:,,(R), Ha 0, and supose H is critical. If t,bo is 
the unique positive solution of t$ = 0 with $,-Jc) = 1, c E R, then 
ijl,,(x)=E‘[exp(-2~‘~~~~ds V(B,Y))], XER. (4.29) 
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